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INTRODUCTION.
I. STATEMENT OF THESIS.
This thesis aims to present an educational program
suited to the needs of girls in the Junior High Schools
of Shanghai, China, which are under Mission control.
II. SCOPE OF THESIS.
It aims to give
1) The educational background as shown in the history
of education in China, and the present educational situation
there,
2) The aims of modern education in general. with speci-
fic application to the problems of secondary education in
China,
3) The genral requirements of a curriculum suited
to the modern situation, and the curriculum and extra-
curricular activities that should be offered to Shanghai
girls to give them opportunity for highest development,
4) The task of modern educational methods in an
attempt to provide for individual differences, a study
of some of the plans that have met those differences, and
a consideration of how these plans may assist in the solution
of the Chinese problems.
III. LIMITATIONS OF THESIS.
This thesis does not undertake to discuss psych-
ological theories underlying educational aims, curriculum,
t«
TH2 EDUCATIONAL SITUaTIOH III CHINA.
T'ig educational system of the -United States has
for its aim to "guarantee the homogeneity of the nation."
China has for these many years been a unified nation as
far as difficulties in c on aunicati on tojether with a
varying spoken language would allow. Can we not say t.iat
it has In Borne measure "been due to her educational system?
The country of China is in the nidst of a jreat
upheaval. For some years now there has been taking place
a sweepinj readjustment to life. One phase of it is along
educational lines. For centuries the scholar has been the
aristocrat of the nation. The change now in progress does
not mean the lose of intellectual emphasis but rather a
change in the !cind of intellectual emphasis - a change from
the classical to the practical such as has taken place in
other parts of the world*
China nay well be proud of her educational history
as this was the first country to have a government system.
The earliest authentic records of organized education date
back to the two rulers, Yao and Shun, from 2357 to 2205 B.C.
the most brilliant period of Chinese history. Even in
this early feudal period it was a system bound up with
competitive examinations and there were already state

•i
schools. Ia theory the alma of that ancient system seem
to have been not go very different from the modern ones.
The "two fold aim of education is embodied in the familiar
Chinese expression 'Hsiu Chi Ghih Jen' meaning to culti-
vate one's self and to govern others. To cultivate one's
self involves the application of the five human relation-
ships in ones daily life, and to govern others consists
in making rituals and music effective in the control Df
public ahd private life these motives have continued
to be the motives of Chinese education throughout China's
history of many centuries."
During the Chow dynasty (1122 to 255 B.C. J the
system was well organized with 'halls of study' in the
hamlets, schools in Villages and districts, and beyond
them were colleges* It was a very democratic organization,
for high and low, rich and poor studied together. Official
position depended on education but the "tests to which a
candidate for office was put were based on real ability
and moral character and not on mere literary skill as in the
3
.
system of later generations."
Beginning with the eighth century before the
Christian era came the Middle Ages of China, a long period
of decadence and transition. Finally during the sixth century
before Christ Confucius attempted to restore the ancient
institutions. He compiled four special works, the Book of
l.Kuo,P.TT., The Chinese System of Public Education, p. 14.
2. Ibid, p. 29.

Odes, tiie Book of History, the Book of Changes, and tke
Book of Rites. He wrote two more, the Book of Filial
Piety, and the Spring and Autumn Annals, and hjLs disciples
T
.vrote the Four Books. These classics were the basis of
education for the many centuries following.
Two innovations about this period jreatly assisted
the progress of educatioi. One was the new art of writinj
characters with a brusa dipped in ink. The second was a
rysten of writing which was inch easier than that previous
ly used.
During the Han )y;ias':y (, 206 B.C. uo 221 A.D.) there
was an extended revival of learning. A coiieje of higher
education was built and it became so popular that it had
over 30,000 students, jfrivato schools for higher and lower
education abounded. Colleges v/ere established in the cap-
ital and other schools in the prefectures, jjearnin^ was
popular
.
During the seventh century Japan and Korea as well
as several other neighboring countries began to send stu-
dents to China to receive an education. Competitive
examinations were used.
In the Suns Dynasty (A.D.96u to 1280 J tie art of
block printing ireatly aided the spread of k;iowledj;e.
The system of examinations was mified. High importance
was accorded poetry. A new school of philosophy asserted
c
6a dualism In nature with force and natter as the prin-
ciples of the universe.
With the reformer, Wang An Shlh, (1021 to 1086 A.D.)
there cane a new emphasis, an emphasis on the social
sciences. He tried to reform the examination system by
requiring all the candidates to be faniliar with practical
subjects. He was about nine hundred years ahead of his
tines and even t'oujh the II0130I emperor, Kublai Xhan,
oiphasized the sciences, and the enperors of the Ming
Dynasty added the study of military arts and mathematics,
still the reform was not lasting and the subjects were
soon dropped.
In the Ming Dynasty there was ajain established
a more complete system of schools with a national uni-
versity, a prefectural school in each prefecture, a
departmental school in each department, a district school
in each district, and a village school in each village.
Wang Yang Min founded a new educational philosophy, a
combination of Positivism and Pragmatism* His educational
principles were similar to those of ±*estalozzi and his
followers
.
The following dynasty, the Manohu, was tne one In
which the modern educational movement originated. The
public school system, at the beginning of this dynasty,
consisted of schools for nobles, national schools, and
provincial schools. In the university there were offered
<
7courses in Public Rites, Taxation, Laws, Waterways, and
Mathematics. There was, however, a gradual decadence of
the school system, due to the system of inspection and
periodical examinations* The competitive examinations
became more important and by them were discovered whether
the candidates were qualified for sovernment positions.
So at the bejinnin^ of the modern era "higher education
is fostered by the government i but rather as a means to
an end than for its own sake. The ^reat end is the repose
of the Btate. An adequate supply of candidates once
secured, the education of the people ceases to be an
object. This attitude of the jovernment is reflected
in the attitude of the people. To many of them education
has come to mean nothing more than preparation for offic-
ial life. There is nothinj approaching a system of
common schools maintained by the state. Popular od-
ucation is almost entirely left to private enterorise
1
.
and publ i c c I lari ty . "
Modem schools had their be^inninj when the five
treaty ports were opened to foreijn trade and commerce,
and they were founded by miss ionaries whose purpose was
to spread Christian teachings. Tnile there were many
short-comings in these schools they were the first modern
educational institutions in China. Then followed rapidly
the openi tig of colleges and schools that were the real
l.Kuo,P.W., The Chinese System of i'.nlic -V. ..c. tion,p. 3.
a<
forerunners of the modern school system. There were
naval, military, engineer Lng* medical, agricultural,
and miniog colleges. Professors were invited to cone from
America, England
,
Belgium, ftermany, and Russia. Tiie
G-overnment required science and mathematics In the
examinations*. Educational commissions went to other
countries. Students went abroad to study. Then came
Ohang Chili Tunj advocating the establishment of modern
schools in every province, circuit, prefecture, depart-
ment, and district,- a regular graded system with the lower
schools co-ordinated with the higher. He suj ested con-
verting Buddhist and Taoist temples and monasteries into
schools and usinj; temple lands and income for educational
purposes. The young emperor followed with decrees for
sweeping reforms. A reaction set in before the time of
the Boxer outbreak, but following that trouble modern
edun tion progressed rapidly. In tyw3 a special commission
drew up a detailed plan for a system of public schools.
It be^an with the kindergarten; then there was the Jbower
Primary for five years, the Higher Primary for four years -
,
Middle School for five years, Higher School three years,
University for three or four years, and a School of Research
for five years. Beside these there were systems of Indus-
-
trial, Apprentice, and Normal Schools as well as a Univer-
sity Preparatory School, a School of Langua jes ,and a Med-
ical School.

However it was not until the old examination system
ras abolished in 1905 that this system had a fair chance
to develop, for the students could not jive their tine to
a
modern iearninj ™hen t!ie enp'y is was still put by these
examinations on the classical learning.
About this time a Llinistry of Education was created
that planned a very elaborate program of education. If this
program had been carried out China would have had one of
the best educational systems of the world.
Up to ly07 there had been no official action to
provide schools for girl* but the Ministry then planned
three schools for them:- a Lower Primary, a Higher Primary,
and a combination of the two. Beside these there was a
Normal School. The subjects in tie Lower jfrimary were
morals, the Chinese lanjuaje, mathematics, sewing, and
physical exercise, with music and drawing as optional*
In the Hijher .Primary they taught in addition history,
geographyj and science. The ITormal School jave four years
work with ethics, education, the Chinese lan.jua^e, jeoj-
raphy, history, mathematics, music, and physical culture
as the curriculum. With the reor^aniz bion in 1912 there
was provided for the first tine Middle Schools for jirls
on the same baris as those for boys. So the educ. tion
of women began to receive greater and jreater emphasis
.
At the head of the present system of education is
the Ministry of -vlucafi Lori, wita a Minister of Mducation
(c
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assisted by a Vice-minister and four Councillors. The work
is divided between three bureaus:- one of General Education
another of Technical and professional Education, and the
third of Social Education. This last has charge of popular
education, public lectures, libraries, museums, and exhibits.
In ench province there is a Commissioner of Education who
is under the Ministry. Under this each district has its
Board of Education.
As for schools there was the ii jwer Primary of four
years which has been changed to six according to the American
plan. Then came three years of Junior Middle School and
three years of Senior i.Ildllo School. Prom the Middle School
one may enter the University which has a preparatory course
of two years and a collegiate course of four years; or one
may enter the Profess loinl or the Hi.jher formal School of
four years with one year preparatory. The central govern-
ment has charge of higher education, the provinces of sec-
ondary, and the local district of primary education.
"The idea of education for all classes, the aim of
all educators and statesmen of western countries, scarcely
entered the minds of the leaders of China under the tradi-
tional system of education. With the introduction of the
new educational system, however, the problem of universal
education suddenly came into prominence. Thus far the
attempt to furnish educational facilities for the masses
has been only partially successful." 1 ' With this in
1. iLuo, r.'J., The Chinese System of Education, p.i-iw.
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nind many schools were established throughout the country
but the-y by no ie ns Lieet l ie need. Estimates of the
number of additional schools required to meet the needs of
the masses varies from 1,050,000 to 3, "50,000. In 1915
there were some 50,000 according to Dr. f." T .K..n, and in
19<?3 Dr. Janes Webster of the Shanghai College says there
were 150,000 schools enrolling some 5,000,000 of the
100,000,000 children between the ages of five and twenty.
Of this 5,000,000 only 300,000 were girls* China had
then only 300,000 teachers with 30,000 more training in
the Normal Schools. Since then the number of schools
has greatly increased but lack of means and lack of suit-
able teachers rill limit the number of Cob, Dole for many
yearr to come. Not till there If a stable government
can there be much increase in public education. Then, if
one can jud^e from the difficulty the United Suites has
had, it will be many mordyears before a very larj;e per-
centage of pupils rill be served by the public educational
system.
At the present time a very small part ot the need
is met by the private schools of which there are three
main classes. One is opened by wealthy Chinese who wish
to serve the people, or by men of varying educational
attainments who wish to thus obtain a living. To the
latter jroup belongs the man who opened a school in which
"2njlish is taught to G-." The second class )f schools is
•
that which is maintained "bv the foreign municipality
and i.s ,of course, only found in foreign concessions.
When the foreign co icesslon is abolished, as it undoubt-
edly will bo in the near future, these may come under
local government control. The third class Is the Mission
school which, as I have just said, gave the first impetus
to the .Modern educational movement in China. It is to
them too that recognition should be given for founding
tho first school for girls.
All these schools are to be found in Shanghai,
with the private schools in ever increasing numbers.
Shanghai is the gateway to China, the leading commercial
city, the city to which one from the interior looks as to
the Mecca of wealth axid opportunity. "Furthermore Shang-
hai is beyond any other city the educational center for
„ 1.
all Sast China."
These numerous schools in Shanghai would seem to
give .great hopes to the youth of the city and to those
others who are able to 50 there for an education, were
it not for the fact that many schools are unworthy the
name, and that up to the present there has been no super-"
vision of schools or government regulations concerning
them. The Southern government has recently issued reg-
ulations for t'.ie registration of all schools. Taile the
regulations for private schools seem to curtail the work
1. Christian Education in China, p. 195.
r
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of the Mission schools they are undoubtedly equally aimed
at tiie schools opened by individual Ghinese,and their
purpose is bo protect the people not so much against
Christianity as against the schools that do not offer
what they promise. One can not walk far on certain
streets of Shanghai without passing several so-called
colleges and high schools. With no: ^requirements to
meet, any one may hanj; out a Bhingie and receive pupils,
pupils will come for there, as in other lands, there are
credulous folk.
Although Mission schools have enlarged their facil-
ities as much as possible they have not been able to meet
the demands upon them until the last two years when anti-
foreign and anti- Christian feeling has kept some students
away. The more thoughtful people acknowledge China's need
for Mission schools and one hopes that these schools may
still ^ive many years of service to China. A complete
reinstatement of them will depend, first upon the requirements
of the government, and second upon the way in which Mission
schools meet those requirements. They have asked for the
schools to come largely under Chinese control with no
required Bible study or religious worship. These are some
of the difficulties of the present situation in which the
Cantonese government is asking all schools to register or
close. Many have felt that Christian schools were not
making good citizens, that they have too luch emphasized

14
Western language and culture, and have paid too little
attention to Chinese lan*iaj;e and culture. The general
purpose of registration is then the ^ood of the country,
that all citizens may have a common background of Chinese
culture with common attitudes and ideals. It is only
with this that China can take her place amonj the nations
Off the world*
To attain these common attitudes and ideals China is
working alonj; five lines:- the education of adults by ..leans
of the popular so-called 1QOO character movement, the ed-
ucation of children, the preparation of teachers, the re-
lation of education to life, and the problem of a national
lan 5 xa. je
.
As T.ij.Shen says, "After all, China, In jolng
through this new era of adventure, thoujh filled with
disorder and unrest, will cone out sooner or later as a
3reat nation - a nation with a new culture, also a nation
with a new social order, and most Important of all, a
nation with a new generation of youth capable of helping
in the tasks of national and world reconstruction. To
realize this vision is the greatest opportunity of edu-
cation to-day, worthy of the time and enerjy of this
generation so much involved in controversy and agitation."
China has then for more than forty centuries had an
educational system which, while not satisfying the needs
of all of the people, has made the scholar the most re-
spected member of society. Modern education has been
l.The Chinese Recorder July 1926, The Educational Agltatioijp.465
r
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planted in China and vrhile it has had and Is having
many vicissitudes there Is no question but ^fhat the
broa,d educational program undertaken by the educational
loaders will eventually produce an educated Chinese nation.
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CHAPTER II.
AIKS 0^ EDUCATION.
It is evident that the educational system that has
prevailed in China these many centuries has aimed at the
development of the individual, Self-calture was considered
of first importance. Confucius said, "Self-perfection is
humanity, " * and "From the emperor down to the mass of
the people all must consider the cultivation of the person
o
the root of everything besides." Their aim was social
only in the idea that by the cultivation of self others
were to be benefited.
Another aim, sometimes primary and sometimes second-
ary, of this classic education was to obtain official
position. Ordinarily only through education could such
position be held. While the educational reforms of the
latter part of the nineteenth century were modeled after
the educational methods of the United States and G-ermany
as adapted by Japan, these individualistic alms were not
nuch chanjcd. The emphasis of 7estern education was still
largely classical and the joal to be attained was, for
some time longer, official position.
The educational conference that was held in Peking
in October 1916 recognized the weakness of tho now system
and its failure to meet the rjreat needs of the country.
Dr. Fong 7, Sec reports of this conference: "The committee
1. Translated by begge, Vol.1, p«283.
2. Translated by Le.o,je, Voi.l, p. 283.
6
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ait upon two principles and one method for reforming the
middle schools* The first principle is that the aim of the
middle school is bo jive sufficient common education and to
prepare students for their life work or "o go to the univer-
sity. The second principle is that the middle school shouid
aim to train young men to do the ordinary work of society
and not to fit them for high positions, ^he method is that
the middle school should, beginning with the third year,givx)
courses i.i vocational training according to local conditions
But the courses are to be optional to students who wish to
take a higher course." 1, A meeting of the national Educa-
tional Association in Canton in 1921 confirmed this feeling
of need of a social ideal.
Ai IB of education in Western lands were already
undergoing great changes and the two general aims everywhere
recognized as fundamental for all branches of education are
1) the development of the individual, with ail that that
implies as to health, knowledge, mental training, and char*
acter development, in short, personal culture; and 2) social
efficiency. As Dr. Voelker says, "Many of our present pro-
blems ui^ probaMy the actual result _>f >ur individualistic
education. Our educational program will need to consider
not only the efficiency and happiness of the individual, but
the efficiency and the welfare of the entire social body." 2
Lleriam says that in this industrial stage people are
in a whirl of complicated social institutions and "the
1
. ]duca t L Dnal Revi ew , Jan . 1 91 7,p • 65
.
2. Voelker, The Punct Lj:is of Ideals in Social Education, p. 3.
(
schools are responslble^cr equipping boys and jirls for
the social situa tions Ln which they are now living, and arc
preparing them for the social emergencies of later life
by developing in them a rocialized mental attitude through
direct observation and stud;/ of a great variety af activi-
ties and situations which make up the social life of people
Education must not aim at individual development bo
the exclusion of cocial efficiency, or social efficiency to
the exclusion of individual development. The state needs
neither an individual who feels that his own development
is of prime importance, nor one who is lost Ln the group,
a
r cog Ln the machine'. "The development of personality
to the hi3hest point possible to tae individual, and his
whole hearted devotion of himself to the service of the
society in which he finds himself, this is the end of
education, and pre-eminently of Christian education.
Character, personality, - what is this but the way in
which the individual integrates himself through his
relatione with those outside himself? In this realm of
personal relations, which is the centre and ultimate aim
of education as it is of life, Christianity has, we
believe, the supreme contribution to make to the world
Q
•
and especially to China to-day."
As for specific aims of secondary education in
addition to these general ones In "lis 1 *
-rives three from
l.Meriam, Child Life and the Gurriculum, p.lu5.
2 .-Educational Review, Jan. 1927, p. 4.
5*Inglifl, Principles of Secondary Education, p. SOB.
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the social viewpoint as they involve citizenship, co-oi-
erative group life, economic relations, and the life of
the individual as an Individual personality. These are
1) the Social-Civic aim, to prepare an individual as a
citizen and co- operating member of Booietyj 2) the
Economic-Vocational aim, to prepare him as a future worker
and producer; $j the Individualistic-Avocational aim, to
prepare him for those activities which primarily involve
individual action, the utilization of leisure, and the
development of personality. These three aims are not
mutually exclusive but are interdependent.
The social-civic education prepares for participa-
tion in the "interrelated activities of people in commun-
ity life, in making laws, in action according t ;> laws, in _
political duties, and in general wherever jroup action
and the not-directly economic between the individual and
the j;roup or between individual and individual are involved.
Hence it demands the development of knowledge, habits,
abilities, and ideals which will enable the individual
efficiently to play his part as a social unit in 3rC)up
activities." * Preparation for these activities must
include development of ideals 3-nd habits of conduct and
co-operation. It must include a knoY/ledje of social
institutions, civic activities, together with political
principles and duties. Moreover it involves the develop-
ment of a social conscience.
l.Inglis, Principles of Soondaiv —.lac: ti 1, p. 353-3 ly.
c
wThis social-civic aim is important In any lend but
especially so in China where means of communiCe tion have
"been so limited; where knowledge of and touch with other
provinces is s :> very Blight that a man from another pro-
vince is sometimes called a' foreigner 1 ; where co-operation
in anything beyond local projects has been scarcely known;
where there has been little understanding by the common
farmer and working-man of his duties as a citizen; and
where there has been almost no social or civic conscience
outside the clan. One has not even been responsible for
conditions
unsanitaryA at his jwn front door, how could ho be respons-
ible for those on a neighboring street or village, and far
lose for anything in a distant province. Still less has
the average nan had a vision of what might exist in his
country-- that is, until most recently when a few have
caught that vision. Monarchies have not fostered this
feelin3 of civic responsibility as have democracies . The
fifteen years of a democracy have been so torn with polit-
ical upheaval, so many of the old officials have been in '
power, and so small a percentage of people have had even
the most elementary education that the social conscience
is developing but slowly. A few leaders have attained
and among these there have even been officials whose
ideals were for the betterment of the condition of the
people. TVitness of this may be f Dund in the province of
Chanel, and in the city of Nantungchow, the model city
cc
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on the Lower Yanstze. Trie need i£ for a knowledge of
what night bo, ideals towards which to work, and a feeling
of responsibility in the matter*
Although the Chinese woman has been kept in the
hone all these centuries, after the revolution of lyll
she stepped out to take her part in the world of affairs.
»he is supposed to have had the right of franchise since
that time and the Cantonese promise it to her now, giving
that as one of the 'major planks 1 of their platform. She
enters into war. She leads in the deliberations of the
Communist party. She is eager to take her place beside
her brother. .Possessing great executive ability and
deep idealistic patriotism she needs to have much more
adequate preparation and training for these duties than
she has had an opportunity to receive. The strength and .
sanity of the co mtry demand it. The idealism of woman
has brought moral reforms in other countries. It will do
the same for China.
The second aim for secondary education is the
economic-vocational aim. Perhaps the outstanding differ-
ence between secondary education at the present time and
that twenty-five or thirty years ago is the emphasis put
upon that aim. It comes with the extension of the benefits
of secondary education to the non-professional classes.
Preparation for the fulfillment of this aim must include
the development of knowledges, skills, and habits involved
c
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in vocational activities; it must' include a knowledge of
the principles of economics, of the standards and relations
in the economic Y/orld, of the sijnificance of various
vocations to Society, and of industrial- government relations.
China has just entered into an industrial era. ~^ast
China, and especially Shanghai, has many large factories
and large Industrial sections. V.Thile :iodern machinery has
been introduced from the ^est, conditions in the factory
are far from modern. Hoars >f work, housing conditions,
wages, age limits, sanitary conditions, lighting, ventilation,
and safe guards for the machinery are all as bad ar they
were la the "'est a hundred years ago. Foreign capital has
rejoiced in conditions that poverty has produced and has
exploited the laborers, i^abor unions have been formed and
strikes have been used to gain increase of wage, but the
thousands of women and children who work from six in the
morning to six in the evening with very short periDds for
lunch, need t3 be heard. Jhe people as a whole ore Igno-
rant of economic principles, of what conditions should be,
)f the relations that should exist between employer and
employee, between producer and consumer. They are not
only Ignorant but many are unconcerned. A social conscious**
ness and a sense of responsibility for the condition, of
their brothers and sisters need cultivating. A thorough
knowledge of the situation as can only be gained through
study onder wire leadership- as it can be in the schools
-
is most important.
(
The IS&uoatLonal Commission that went to China in
192i investigate education In Mission schools includes
this in their report: "The new industrial, commercial,and
political conditions which have developed in China within
recent years call for an enlargement of the horizon of
Christian education and in c:ne cacos for a transfer of
emphasis. The critical situation in the field of industry
and commerce, where the worst mistakes of the western
world are bein^ repeated, call for a new emphasis on
research by the Christian educational forces with a vien
to the discovery of a method of conductiivs industry and
commerce on Christian principles and at the same time
with financial profit. Such research will in turn furnish
the necessary basis for determining the curriculum and
m6thods of schools in which men may be trained for positions
of responsibility in industrial and commercial enterprises."
This same Sommlflalon emphasises also a study of
conditions among the rural population which makes up such
a large proportion >f the millions of China. "The xieed
of jreat improvement in the conditions of rural life
call for earnest attention to the problems of rural
education, especially with reference to the improvement
of the faming village.
Our Chinese woman with her emancipation has taken
upon herself the professional tasks, ^oin3 on from secondary
1. Christian Education in China, p. 371.
n
. Ibid, p,371,
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school to college, fit-ting herself for teaching, medical
work, nursing, and social service. She needs preparation
for this in secondary schools.
Another group of jirls must, for financial reasons,
limit their study to that in the Junior Hi^h School. TThen
they leave school they must find a means of earning their
own llviiij. Some nay teach in the primary schools, and come
may jo into the business world. These latter stand in espec-
ial need of a knowled je of people, of vocations, and of
relations between employer and employee.
Still another, and by far the larger, group of young
women will take up their duties in the hone and they too
are in need of preparation. School should give to them
some knowledge of preparation of food and clothing, of the
care of the child, and of household sanitation,-- in short
of housekeeping and homemakinj.
The third aim of secondary education is the individ-
uallstle*avocational aim. This involves the preparation
for personal development and personal happiness through the
use of leisure.
"TThile one's leisure may not often be used to contrib-
ute to social progress there have been notable examples of
men who used their leisure time to contribute to the wealth
of society. A barber invented the Old-time spinning-wheel;
a baker became one of the great astronomers; a farmer exper-
imented and discovered how to print calico; and a shoe-cobbler
c(
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became a jreat naturalist while working at hie bench. On
the other hand a wronj use of tine tears down civilization.
There should be preparation for the intelligent use of
leisure
.
Injlis says that legitimate fields for carrying oat
this aim may well "include, among others, the following:
(a) the development of a sense of social responsibility for
individual action, --i.e., a respect for the rights and
interests of Dthers; (b) the develorjment of tastes and
standards for enjoyment and the use of leisure- moral and
aesthetic, e.j.,in reading, in the theater, in physical
recreation, etc.; (c) the development of self-sustaining
habits of amusement along desirable lines— the development
of interests, hobbies, etc., which may prevent one from
sinking to grosser pleasures through a lack of hijher
interests; (d) a knowledje of certain pleasure evils and
their results; the development of pleas ire interests , where
possible, which arc at the same time social benefits and means
of personal enjoyment." 1
He makes the statement further, "The averaje individual
oa •
has from one quarter to one fifth of his time for leisure."
The averaje Chinese jf the middle class has a much larger
portion of his time free. The educated man may use it in
reading or writing poetry, or in msic; but the uneducated
uses it in jossip in the tea-houses, in r.ioki.ij, in jamb1inj,
at the theater, at the punch-antVjudy or other open-air show,
l .Inglifl, PrLicioles of gee xidar - gduc; ti on, p.373-4.
3. Ibid, p. 372.
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in just idly dreaming, or, with come advantage to himself,
listening to the story-teller or perhaps the evangelist.
There pre fewer avocations open to the uneducatod Chinese
than vocations*
As to the woman of the middle or of the wealthy class,
she has almost one hundred percent of her time with no
necessary tasks to occupy it. The uneducated woman of this
class has such barrenness of interests, such- limited touch
with the bij things of life, that life is a wearisome round
of gambling, smoking, theater, gossip, and emptiness. Reside
these she knows no way to entertain herself and others.
There is the greatest need and the greatest opportunity to
open up to her mind the things that are worth while in life.
First she must have the essentials d± an education tnat she
may jain a knowledge of those interests. Then there, must "be
books prepared, fDr at present the Chinese classic is too
difficult for leisure reading, and the number of magazines
that are suitable and worthy is limited.
While the need if education along industrial and
economic lines is very great the need for education along the
lines of the use of leisure is even greater*
To these three social aims that Ingiis jives there
should be added another, the relijious-ethical aim to meet
the general need of mankind for a dynamic for ciiaracter,
and to guarantee the moral integrity of the nation.
Preparation for the accomplishment of this aim involves
(-
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(a) knowledge of ide- is and standards of religions in
General and of Christianity in particular, (b) a creation
Df ideals for life and service, and (c) methods for motivat-
ing these ideals.
It was to fulfill this aim that mission schools
r/ere opened in China. There arc splendid moral and spirit-
ual values behind the formal, classical Chinese education.
Confucius' worfcs are full of ethical tea,chinjs and are very
valuable aids, but they are insufficient. His emphasis on
filiel piety has been an important element in social control
but it has also been one of the jreat factors hindering the
progress of the nation. Other powerful religious sanctions
must be substituted for this. As the Educational Commission
put it, "Christian education must be ready to supply the
same wonderful mass of * orld knowledge ( tbat government
education does) together with the spiritual interpretations
and values which Christianity has to contribute to the
redemption of society. — The final test of Christian educa-
tion, whether judging the value of motives, ideals and aims,
or methods and devices, is the dejree in which these elements
help the Chinese in making their adjustment to material
and spiritual environment.
Our Chinese woman ir as religious as other women
and she is now bound down by superstition and fear. The
religion which she has jives her no freed 0:1. She needs
Christianity to ;~ive her its ideals, to jive her a motive
I.Webster, Christian Education; and the National Consciousness
in China,p.132.
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for living, and to give tier fulness of life.
Having considered the aims 3f secondary education
and their application to Chinese needs let us consider the
functions of the Junior High School. It had its origin
through stimulation begun by President Sliot in 1SA8. In
189*5 the Committee of Ten reported that there should be
better relations between the elementary and high schools.
In lyO? the Committee ->f Five recommended equal division
of time between these two schools. In 191© the first
six grade high school was started-
The special purpose was t) provide for individual
differences, to introduce pre-vocational work and subjects
previously taught in the high school. It aimed to correct
the defects found in the school system, that there might
be closer correlation between the elementary and high
schools, a change in teaching methods, supervised study,
adaptation of the school to individual interests, and the
avoidance of much of the retardation and elimination or
pupils during these ages.
The' Chinese educational leaders saw the attention
that the Junior High School war receiving in the !7est and
said Chin:, should also profit by it. The weaknesses of
the then used system were apparent. Their needs were
similar to those in America which had created the movement.
Children were different with different interests which
should be considered. The system then in use *ave almost

2v
ft© train! 13 iripreparation for vocations* The Junior High
School would jivo a better division of time in the school
system and closer correlation between departments. New
teaching methode were needed. Many pupils must leave school
before they could finish the regular high rch^Dl and that
school was not giving them the preparation they should have
for life. The junior High. School sight be a possible
solution for many difficulties. So five years ajo it v/as
introduced into government schools and the following year
Quite "cnoraliy into mission schools.
In this chapter vie have considered the former aims
of education in China, present-day general educational aims,
with special emphasis on specific aims for secondary educa-
tion as applied to China and her problems. Then there
follows a brief statement of the 3eneral functions of the
Junior H|gh School organization and the problems in China
that It v/as hoped this would solve.
rC
CHAPTER III.
THE CURRICULUM.
Tiie curriculum for the Junior Hijh SchO<j1 must
neet the specific aims of secondary education as jiven
in chapter two. The content of the studies must be such
as to jive the child knowledje and ideals whereby he will
be fitted to meet the difficulties of industrial, social,
and political life. There should also be opportunity for
the practical application of these ideas and ideals.
The next problem then for consideration is that of
the subjects which should be included in the course of
study for a Junior High School* Since the Junior High
School has for one of its purposes to provide for individ-
ual differences there must be some flexibility in the
program. Preparation for vocational work would also require
this. However there are certain subjects that should be
required of all students. Douglass, after eliminating as
a method for choice of subjects consideration of mental
discipline and transfer of training, says, "The principle
of common value remains as a basis if requirements. That
knowledge and those skills, habits, ideals, and attitudes
which should be in the common possession of all will, in
accordance with this principle, be organized into required
1
.
courses. These may be termed 'constants'.
l.Douglass, A.A., Secondary Education, p. 534-5.
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In their book on' The Redirection of High School
Instruction' Lull and Wilson say, "The constants of the
high school curriculum should contain only those lines
of common knowledge and training which individuals of a
democracy must have to live together as free and respons-
i, •
ible citizens." These constants then form the core-
curriculum •
Inj;lis ^ives tiro factors which determine the con-
stants:- (1) fundamental, universal, direct values such
as a) the ability to use lanjuaje as an instrument for
thinking and f or the expression and interpretation of
thought, b) social-civic-moral attitudes which must be
enja^ed in by all individuals, c) health education,
d) the universally important elements of arithmetic, pen-
manship, spelling, and the like, and e) certain universal
elements of aesthetic appreciation, e.j. musical appre-
ciation and literature.
The other factor is found in the "integrating
values attached to some studies, especially to the social
3.
studies and to the mother t onjue and its literature."
Following this he would surest a) English,
b) some social science, c) health study and physical
training, d) general science, and e) musical appreciation,
as irreducible minima in the Jr:)i;iP °f constants.
1
.
Lull and Wilson, Redirection of High School Instruction, p. 584
2
.
Doujlass,A.A.
,
Secondary Education, p. 675.
3. Ibid. p. 676,
4. Ibid. p.o?5.
r
For the other subjects there should "be a system
of variables. I.ijlis jives three factors determining
the amount and character of these variables:- 1) individ-
ual differences in capacities, acquired abilities, interests,
and futures, - dominant differences only to be considered,
3) the differentiated needs of society. "Studies dealing with
every important phase of life's activities should be repre-
sented in the program of the secondary school whenever
they can be suited to the capacities of the pupils and
1.
meet real needs on their part," 3) the size of the
secondary school and available means. Differentiated
education is directly conditioned by the number of pupils
involved
.
Many educators feel that the seventh jrade should
be given to the common subjects or constants and that only
a limited number of variables should be allowed in the eighth
grade with more in the ninth. T[lese should bo carefully
chosen with due consideration for the pupil's abilities,
interests, probable length of stay in school, and probable
future vocation. The subjects are usually foreign language,
art, music, industrial arts , home economics, and elementary
business practice.
For th:>so pupils who arc physi :>logically beyond the
eleueitary school age and who would be benefited more by
some forms of secondary education there should be no limit-
ations placed on courses of study. Certain subjects must
1. Inglis, Principles of Secondary Education, p. 677.
3. Ibid. p. 67".
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be required for a diploma, but for the atypical" student
the absolute requirement of specified studies will mean
retardation sr elimination while there is still much t:>
t :> be derived from the school if the courses are adapted to
the needs
.
The Junior Hijh School lias a definite place as a
finding place for pupils and there sho ild bo extensive
courses touching several fields, rather than intensive
specializing in one field. T'ue pupil should acquire a
v.'ide rahjo of li.i^wledme and interests before he makes any
choice of vocation or specializing interests.
The basis jiven by Injlis for selection of curric-
ulum studies is aoolicab.Lo to any situation. Let us apply
it to a mission school for ^irls in Shanghai* China. The
core of the curriculum must be the same a.s in the United
States except that in the place of English there should
be the Chinese lanjua3e and literature.
The question of just now much and just what Chinese
literature should be offered has been a serious 3ne« The
mission schools have been accused of over-emphasizing
English and neglecting Chinese. It is true that a jood
clasEicp.l education requires .ore time spent on the classics
than one can csive and acquire at the same time a knowledge
of the other subjects usually studied in a modern system
of education. It seems impossible to do both thoroughly
without lengthening the course. The old scholars spent
1c
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a life time gaining the ability to read, the classics* The
Literary Revolution of the last fen years is bringing
relief to this situation. It has introduced the National
Language, a vernacular language both spoken and written.
In this one writes as he speaks, and there is no need for
translation as there was with the classical language.
The literati opposed the vernacular as vulvar and inferior
in quality but so many books and magazines were published
in it, including scientific and philosophical works and
articles of the highest class, that they had to withdraw
their opposition.
This National Language lias the possibility of
becoming one of the greatest elements for the unifyins
of the nation. It means the acquisiti on of a common
spoken language and a written language which is read with
ease because it is the sam© as the spoken. The children
in the elementary schools now bejin their work with a
study of this National Language and not until they have
somewhat mastered this do they be^in the study of the
classical writings*
Sven thou.'h there is this simpliflcati on to the
extent that the books for cue primary schools are written
i.i the vernacular rather than in a la.njuajc that must be
translated after reading, the mastering of e. sufficient
number of characters to make the lanjuaje a real tool
requires much mote tine a.nd effort than the mastering of
cc
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our tool of Snellen* An a result the task le far from
c Deplete tihmn the c'.iild enters Junior Hijh '"chool and
it is rlgtub that the government should criticize any
weakness along that line in mission schools and ask that
all instruction except in 3njlish shall be In Shines©.
"Practice makes perfect. " Use ~ives ability t o use.
There must still be much emphasis put upon char-
acter writing, Llemory needs especial training. Because
one sound represents more tha.n one complicated character
we find In the written work of the students of these grades
the frequent use of characters that have the right sound
but the wronj; loaniij. As comp )s it ion, a recent bul-
letin of the East China Christian Educational Association
surest s lore time beinj ^ivetn to it, and that it include
greater variety that they nay learn to use the lan^ua^e
easily in written work. In many schools the compositions
may be written in either the National or the classical
lan^ua^, whtls others urje the use of the former. The
chio^ s.iirt should be to express one's thought freely.
The third olace for emphasis in the stud'' of Chinese
is on newspaper reading. This is not as an end in itself
but to jain a knowledge of local, national, and internat-
ional situations, as well as of economic and social problems,
la the curriculum this may be olaced under civics rather
than under the study of the lan^ua^e.
A fourth objective of the study of Chinese is that
(c
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our Junior High School student may know of the stores of
classic literature and that she may have the key for unlocking
those stores.
Present day education rightly attaches great importance
to the social studies. The indifference on the part of many
people to matters of public concern and their lack of intel-
ligence on such matters indicate why the subjects are now
so much stressed. Social efficiency is the key-note of
modern education and while all the studies should contribute
to that end, the social studies give special opportunities
for training one for membership in society.
Zeigler says, "The social studies as we interpret
them to-day in the light of the needs of the community
perform their functions in the field of conduct and volition
1.
especially.
"
In the United States less than thirty percent of the
of the pupils remain in school until the eleventh or twelfth
grades. In the Christian schools of East China we find a
loss of about fifty percent of the enrollment between seventh
and twelfth grades. In consideration of this fact there should
be included in the Junior High School curriculum subjects that
will give "our youth an awareness of what it means to live to-
gether in organized society, an appreciation of how we do live
together, and an understanding of the conditions precedent
to living together well, to the end that our youth may
1 .Zeigler, The Social Studies in the Junior High School, p. 11.
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develop those ideals, abilities, and tendencies to act
that are essential to effective participation in our
1.
society
"
The social studies wo .Id include geography, hie*
tory,and civics, and Zeijler would add vocations ,current
o
,.y t
events, and world problems. One criticism of these
c j ir g e s as previously taught is that they have contained
too many facts and have been taught as such without
bringing the problems of political, social, and economic
import into prominence or allowing real thought on the
solutions of the problems. The material should be organ-
ized around a few important topics and intensive treat-
ment 3iven on these.
China has a long and rich history and that must
be the basis of the student' e understanding of her country*
"The first and second years of Junior Middle School should
lay emphasis on the building of students' fundamental
ideals In Studying history, and the third year of. Junior
Middle School should regard the teaching of the world as
a whole, in order t :> cultivate the student's ideals of
the world b« enabling him to understand the conditions
of China and of foreign nations • In Junior Middle
School emphasis should be laid on the contemporary part
of the history of China so as to cultivate the real
patriotism of students by enabling them to understand
the condition of international relations and the
1. Marshall, The Proposal »f the Commission of the Association
Nation*?3^? ?QhS2iS +£f 5Y r4ness..nTwent-second Yearbook ofla nai. Society f^r the Study of Education.
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development of the world powers in the Far 2ast."
Geography should be correlated with history; the ^
first and second years should lay emphasis on the geography
of China and give knowledge of the basis for commercial
relati one .
Civics should also be partly correlated and should
be taken up largely from the problem angle bejinninj with
community problems such as housing, garbage, water, sewage,
and the like, and from these working into citizenship and
national problems. Problems of industry, transportation,
property rights, and public institutions should be consid-
ered and then the perplexing problems of tariff, extra-
territoriality, right relations between nations, the League
of Nations should be taken up, especially if the class is
not to have opportunity for further study. It is in this
course that a sense of civic responsibility should be
cultivated that the girl may realize her duties as a citizen.
Current events should certainly form a part of the
program of social subjects. This would serve to link the
other above-mentioned subjects to present day situations.
There are three divisions of health education. One
is instruction in physiology and hygiene, the second is
physical training and the third is games. All of these
phases should be emphasized in the Junior High School.
They should be as closely associated as possible.
In the bower grades the pupils will have already
1 .Bulletin of the East China Christian Educational
Association, Oct. 30,1926, p. 11.
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received instruction m physiology ana hygiene but the
work or the Junior Hign dcqooI should be "conducted pri-
marily from the viewpoint of its application to the lives
1.
of the pupils and to tne social needs." There should
be a study of individual and community nygiene. The aim
of the llrst is to bring the pupil to the highest physical
efficiency, and to do this there should be instruction on
prevention of disease, correction of defects, and cultiva-
tion of right habits. This would be included in the seventh
grade course of study along with some training in community
or social hygiene. This latter should be correlated with
the social sciences. The community has many health problems
to solve:- sanitary conditions, the problem of epidemics,
the health of the workers in Industry, and the care of
children. As a citizen the student is responsible and
should be intelligent about methods of solving these problems.
Physical training will attempt to put into practice
the principles learned in hygiene. The physical training
course has three aims:- "Physical- corrective exercises
for posture and carriage, Mental- alertness, obedience,
2.
control, Moral- fair play and good sportsmanship.
The child of this age is growing rapidly and easily acquires
wrong postures and habits. The physical training should
correct this and teach her how to stand, walk, and sit*
The formal setting up exercises train in alertness, control,
1 . Inglis, Principles of Secondary Education, p. 647.
2.Van Denburg, The Junior High School Idea, p. 212.
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and obedience to commands. The moral training of fair play
and good sportsmanship is acquired through games. Gymnasium
and other games furnish an excellent opportunity for putting
ideals into practice. There the pupils create public senti-
ment and they can learn to prefer defeat to dishonest methods.
Other lessons to be learned in the games are team work and
loyalty to a group leader- lessons that all girls need. Boys
have had more training along that line as they naturally
entered into group games. Girls need training to develop
them in group activity and loyalty. When games are properly
regulated they meet the alms of physical education much
better than any other form. There is pleasurable interest
as well as training in muscular co-ordination. The games
should be for all, however, and great care is needed, if
competitive work is carried on, that the games are not
limited to a few pupils in the school.
The next group of studies that comes within the core
of the curriculum is that of mathematics. It has been found
that much of this subject that used to be taught is seldom
used in later life, and that separate teaching of arithmetic,
geometry, and algebra involves much waste of time. As a result
there have two changes taken place in the presentation of tills
subject. On the one hand emphasis is placed on the applica-
tion of arithmetic to practical problems and to the social
and economic conditions of the day. A survey of the social
and business uses of arithmetic made by Professor G-.M.Wilson
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in 1919 allowed that "surprisingly simple arithmetic suffices
for the affairs of the average adult. More than four fifths
of all problems Involved money, chiefly buying and selling.
Labor and wages, Interest, rent, and insurance were also repp-
resented in the money problems. The four fundamental processes;
fractions- ninety percent of which consisted of 1/2, 3/4, 1/4,
and 1/3; accounts; percentage; simple denominate numbers; and
cancellation, mensuration, decimals, counting, and square root-
these being found very Infrequently, practically exhausted
1.
the principles used."
Many of the difficult processes are so seldom used
that it does not seem reasonable for a pupil to spend much
time and energy in trying to master them. The pupil is the
unit for instruction and the problems for solution should
be practical ones arising from his life. Mathematics should
be correlated with other subjects and solve problems arising
out of them.
A second change that has taken place in the reorgan-
ization of mathematics is in the teaching of composite math-
ematics in place of teaching separately arithmetic, algebra,
and geometry. It aims to apply the principles that can be
used most effectively, regardless of whether they are from
arithmetic, algebra, geometry, or trigonometry. This com-
posite mathematics is being substituted for arithmetic in the
seventh and eighth grades, and for algebra in the ninth.
1. Douglass, Secondary Education, p.3eo.
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For those students going on to college or into
professions where mathematical skill is necessary system-
atic work in algebra and other higher mathematics can be
given in the Senior High School. This allows students
who can not go beyond the ninth grade to get the practical
elements of algebra and geometry as well as arithmetic.
It also gives some opportunity for those who continue in
high school to explore the subjects before choosing a
vocation.
The natural gifts of pupils are not the same. The
teaching of mathematics must take account of individual dif-
ferences. But all students need the elements of mathematics
and should be able to solve mathematical problems that arise
in connection with the home,- accounts, buying and selling,
weighing, and Interest.
As the work in the secondary school has become more
and more practical more and more emphasis has been placed
on scientific information and skill as applied to the affairs
of every day life. Science instruction has, in the past,
been along the lines of isolated unit courses in physics,
chemistry, biology, and the like. There has recently been
introduced a course in elementary or general science which
is Introductory to the other sciences. This serves as a
basis for later science work, gives exploratory possibilities
for pupils who have not yet made their choices for later
study. It also gives to the pupil who can not remain in
((
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school beyond ninth grade opportunity for some acquaintance
with the sciences, as well as practical knowledge for use
in daily living. This general science is especially valu-
able{.o girls for broadening their interests and opening up
to them the wonders of nature. A knowledge and use of nat-
ural science has done much to free the world from supersti-
tious practices and beliefs, but there is much yet to be done.
The Chinese pupil is more in need of freedom through enlight-
enment than many others. During an eclipse drum and fireworks
are still used to scare away the dragon that is eating up
the moon. Idol processions are held to bring rain. The
educated people do not believe in these practices but pop-
ular traditions influence the minds of youth there as else-
where. Elementary science will do much towards an understand-
ing of natural phenomena. No less important is it for the
teaching oi" an appreciation and use of the products and
conveniences that science has made possible,- telephone,
electricity, foodstuffs, fabrics, and the like.
This general science is considered a ninth grade
subject in the usual secondary school. "In reorganized
systems, however, it is pushing down into the eighth and
1.
even into the seventh grades."
The content of the course given must be intensely
practical, one that is for city, not village or country,
for Chinese, not Americans. For example, it would be a
waste of time to have a long problem on furnaces and the
1. Douglass, Secondary Education, p. 402.
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principles governing their use, for the Chinese in Shanghai
do not use furnaces. Other modern conveniences, however,
such as lighting systems, water systems, autos, and even
radios may well receive as much attention by Shanghai as
by Boston girls. The study of foods would be of foods of
that section. A study of the principles governing water-
wheels, wheelbarrows, rickshas, and other strictly Chinese
apparatus should certainly be included.
Douglass says, "If leisure is to be profitably
employed children must be taught to play. Their interest
must be roused in the common objects of nature; they must
be shown the worth of literature and art. The best guar-
antee of an adult Interest is the cultivation of that int-
erest during childhood. -- Manifold interests established
during childhood and youth are an antidote for narrowness
1.
in later life."
The next subject in the curriculum is art. Accord-
ing to old Chinese tradition girls are taught to embroider
and do exquisite work on shoes and garments. With modern
city life and all the accompanying opportunities for the
girl to go and see things, she spends less time in her home
and hence has less training in needle-work. The arx, saou-td
not be lost and the study of it must be included in the core
of the curriculum.
Chinese paintings are of an entirely different type
from Western paintings. No one could make a study of them
1. Douglass, Secondary Education, p. 499.
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without an appreciation of their value and beauty. Art
work in the Junior riddle School ought to aim at apprecia-
tion of the art of China, in paintings, drawings, embroid-
eries, and potteries. There is at least one place in Shanghai
which students may visit for such appreciation work. In
this collection of paintings there are many that are very
old and rare. Such an appreciation course may well be
correlated with history, for the different dynasties pro-*
duced different types of work. Foreign art should also
be included in this study.
Chinese drawing does not require absolute accuracy
of form. In the Junior Middle School work one should aim
to develop drawing as a means of expression and illustration.
It should also foster a love for the beauties of nature.
Another aim in drawing is to develop better taste
in common things. Too many Chinese do not realize the
incongruity of combining cheap foreign articles or materials
with the fine Chinese materials. A gaudy China ornament
may stand side by side with a beautiful vase, or a bit of
coarse cotton lace may finish an expensive silk garment.
Some seem to think that anything is good if it is from the
West.
While the old Chinese embroideries display wonder-
fully fine color combinations, here again modern taste seems
to have had no training. Harsh, clashing colors are often
seen combined in the modern embroideries. There should be
(
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practical study of color In clothing also. Design in
application to clothing and ornaments should be included
in the course.
Music is another one of the arts that should be
in the core curriculum. "Through the enjoyment of music
may be developed emotional tones in the individual or
group which powerfully affect attitudes toward every form
of activity,- social, civic, vocational, and personal.
Hence the importance of music in military affairs, in the
church, in school group activities, and in general wherever
large groups are assembled for common activity."
With the many close contacts between Western and
Chinese life in the city of Shanghai, in theater, church,
and school,, it would seem that it might greatly increase
enjoyment of leisure if our girls are able to appreciate
the best in Western music. Victrola records make it quite
possible to give such a course. A course in music appre-
ciation should include some study of hymnody. Chinese
hymns are now largely translations of our Western hymns.
It is our hope that Chinese Christians will soon be ready
to write their own church music, for not till then can the
music truly be an expression of their religious feeling.
A study of hymns may inspire some of our girls to under-
take this task.
Chorus work should also be part of the course.
The girls learn readily and this opens the way to an
1 .Inglis, Principles of Secondary Education, p. 629.
((
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enjoyment of group singing. For several years a Community
Chorus of some three hundred Chinese students has given a
Christmas concert in Shanghai. This is open to our Junior
High School girls. The inspiration of the church music
is largely dependent on good congregational singing. Those
who have learned to sing in schools must take the lead in
this. Our older church members have had little training
in hymn singing.
The interest that many girls have in Western music
is indicated by their ambition to study instrumental music.
They seem to greatly enjoy and profit by lessons on the
piano and organ.
The American course of study lists home economics
as a variable. For a Chinese girls 1 school it should be a
constant. The majority of the girlB will later be home-
makers. What few go into other occupations on leaving
school will later undoubtedly have to undertake home man-
agement. A very great contribution that Christian educa-
tion can make to China is towards an Improved home life.
Our girls must know how to manage a home from the real
science of it.
This course in home economics should cover a
study in values and costs of foods, clothing, and house-
hold furnishings. It should cover preparation and serving
of food, making and care of clothing, home sanitation, and
family health. Sdonomy is practiced by the people but
(I
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when the girl is away from home so many of the years when
she used to be under the training of her mother she must
get this training in the school. Special emphasis should
be laid on the nutritive constituents of food. The people
have endurance but often seem to lack vitality. Foods
should be studied to see how this can be remedied.
Care of the children and the duties of motherhood
are not always Included in such a course, but they should be.
Training in this line is preparation for the future of the
nation and it is much needed.
The young Chinese woman must study to have her home
not only scientifically managed but attractively furnished.
It must be a home in the highest sense of the word and one
which her family will enjoy, and in which they will care to
spend their time. Unless family life is to suffer there as
it has here, the home must keep the family away from the
many attractions of the gay city.
The study of the foreign language is the first of
the variables. The many Anglo-Saxon business firms of
Shanghai have made English of commercial value to the boys.
Girls are just as eager to study it, though not many enter
business life. We realize that one reason for its popular-
ity in girls' schools is that an acquaintance with English
seems to give a certain amount of social prestige. It does
have real value also. A few need it in business life; those
who become teachers use it in their school teaching; those
(
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who continue their studies in high schools and colleges
find English used there as a medium of instruction. There
is not the choice in well written text-books in the Chinese
language that there is in the English. In the Mission
schools, unfortunately, many of the teachers are Westerners
who are not prepared to give the courses in Chinese. For
these two reasons much of the£enior High School and College
work is given in English, using English or American texts.
Some of the girls will use the English they have
learned as they have social or other contact with the
Westerners of the city. Nurses and Young Women's Christian
Association workers will have much use for it.
There are also the indirect values of transfer of
habit of mental work, concentration, and accuracy. There
is probably some enlargement of vocabulary. Interest and
pleasure in the study of English often waken interest in
other subjects.
The most important part of the curriculum and that
which embodies the purpose of the Mission schools is in the
moral and religious department. Dr. Wallace says, "The
great contribution of Christian education to China is its
recognition of the place of religion as an educative force
in the realm of character. It is here that emphasis must
be laid in the future if our education is zo be of lasting
value to China or to the Christian community."
1 *
The great aim of education is the aeveloi^ment of
1. Wallace, The Edusatlonal Commission- And After, The China
Mission Year Book for 1*23, p. 159.
(I
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character • All parts of the curriculum contribute toward
that end, some more than others. Literature, biography,
history, and geograpny, all contain special possibilities
for moral training. Bible study has the greatest contribu-
tion of all to make. In America courses in Bibxe study
can not be given in the public schools. In China Mission
schools have, as a whole, up to the present had that as part
of the required course. Some have recently questioned the
advisability of requiring it and have made it elective.
Schools that have already put it upon that basis find that
the students have greater interest in the courses and there
is consequently greater value resulting.
In America school and church have failed to ma&e
ideals function in the character of the youth, and week-day
schools of religion are being opened to remedy that condition.
In China the breakdown 01 religion has been greater. The
educated young people have turned away from the old religions.
Without religion where is the dynamic for right living? Is
not Dr. Wallace correct then when he says that the great
contribution of Christian education is its recognition of
religion as the educative iorce in the realm of character?
For our Junior Middle School girl there snould be
first a study or the life and teacmngs 01 Christ, the great
ideal Leader. It should have practical application to dally
life and be presented with the aim tnat io may result in the
formation of personal ideals lor Christian living.
*(
(
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The courses should include a study 01 ttie spread of Christ-
ianity bringing lo the pupil a realization of the power of
Christ's message in the lives of people from the time of
Christ untix tne present.
In order to appreciate Christianity and judge ior
herself whether it das mox-e for her udan has Buddhism, Taoism,
Mohammedanism, or Confucianism, she should have a course in
comparative religions. Included in or connected with this
there might be given with profit a half year on Christian
evidences, relating it to Chinese philosophy and beliefs.
The church school work may be correlated with or be
a continuation of the day school work. Moral training will
be carried on not only in the curriculum studies but also
in all the dally contacts and extra-curricular activities.
Many schools are offering pre-vocational subjects
in Junior High School. That leads to early choice of vocation.
The pupil of Junior High School age may have decided upon a
vocation just ae the six year old has decided that he will be
a drummer boy. That decision has not the background of know-
ledge and information that it should have. Many children have
been greatly handicapped in their later study by having been
required to choose too early. At this time a commercial
course will appeal to them because of its financial possibil-
ities. As higher ideals are formed in the mind of the child
different motives for decision enter and a higher choice
results. Is it then not wisest to use the Junior High School
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period as a general cultural and practical background course
and let vocational subjects wait until the Senior High School?
Our Mission School course should be in accordance
with the requirements of the government in so far as it is
possible. The government has prescribed the following courses
for the Junior High School :-
Social Sciences
Citizenship 6 credits
History 8 credits
G-eography 8 credits
Language and Literature
National
Foreign
Mathematics
Nature Study
Arts
Drawing
Manual Arts^.
Music J
Physical Education
Physiology and Hygiene
Physical Exercises
Total
32 credits
36 credits
30 credits
16 credits
12 credits
4 credits
12 credits
164 credits
The full course is for 180 credits with these 164 required.
With the other sixteen credits we can insert Bible and Gen-
eral Science.
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The Cantonese Government will now control educa-
tional standards but it is probable that the courses which
they will approve will not differ greatly from the courses
approved by the Peking Government.
Girls with special needs should be given special
privileges in selection of courses. For the girl who can
not finish the course because of either time element or
slower mentality there should be choice given and her time
should be spent on what will best fit her for the life she
is living and will have to live in the future.
The high schools of America are using not only
curriculum studies but a great variety of extra-curricular
activities for the development of the youth of the land that
they may have "life more abundant, freedom within law, and
1.
joy in both attainment and service."
Pretwell says, "The field of the school's extra-
curricular activities probably furnishes the field that,
considering its possibilities, is most often neglected In
providing favorable opportunity for the practicing of the
qualities of a good citizen.
These activities as offered in the Junior High
School consist of a great variety of clubs, organized educa-
tional expeditions, forums, debates, socialized recitations,
projects, and the like. Many would be valuable to introduce
into schools for Chinese girls, while many would not be.
The book on 'Junior High School Life* by Thomas-
1
.
Thomas-Tindal and Myers, Junior High School Idea, p.
4
2. Fretwell, Place of Extra-Currlcular Activities in Education,
in School and Society, Vol. XXI,May 3u,l925, p. 635.
J
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Tindal and Myers classifies these extra-curricular activ-
ities under seven heads:- physical, curricular, social,
1.
vocational, civic, avocational, and ethical* With all
of them there must be very careful guidance that the minds
of the pupils may be directed toward educational values,
and that the work may not be aimless.
Under the physical the Chinese can and do organize
to ad-vantage clubs for games such as volley-ball, basket-
ball, indoor base-ball, and tennis. A school field-day
in schools where the grounds are sufficiently extensive to
allow it would be useful if it brings every girl into some
part of the exercises and is properly motivated.
Another group activity that would come under both
physical and avocational, and one that is most valuable for
developing keenness of observation is in trips into the
country to see birds and flowers, and trips to the river
or ocean. Social and city conditions are such that this can
not be done frequently but it is occasionally possible.
In connection with curricular studies English and
science clubs will promote interest and skill in those
subjects. Short speeches, debates, round-table discussions
will be useful in arousing interest in the social sciences
particularly, though valuable in connection with almost all
the studies. Dramatization, including pageantry and tableaux,
appeals very much to that age. Our Chinese girls excel in
acting. Work in dramatization may develop a project which
1 .Thomas-Tindal and Myers, Junior High School Idea, p.2w.
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will require historical, Biblical, or geographical Inform-
ation, encourage initiative, co-operation, and the assuming
of responsibility. Expeditions to electric light plants,
water-works, factories, mills, and museums will aid much
in making clear knowledge gained in the class room, as well
as adding more knowledge and interest in the subjects studied.
In the domestic science department we have found
the plan of giving the girls charge, in turn, over the pur-
chasing of food, planning of meals, and keeping of accounts
very useful. It gives not only practical training but through
student co-operation has eliminated much of the complaint and
dissatisfaction of the previous method. Lectures by rice-
merchants and home-makers on especial phases of food or social
problems have been practical also.
Under the third division are those activities which
are social and whose aim is to develop harmonious co-operation.
Socialized recitations, debates, meetings of all kinds, with
responsibility in planning and presiding over them may all
contribute toward this end.
For the vocational interests it is valuable to visit
industrial plants, hospitals, and other schools. Lectures
on vocations that are now open to Chinese women, such as
nursing, teaching, the work of Bible women, work in the Young
Women's Christian Association, and office work, will show
them possibilities. In this way the school has an opportunity
to put emphasis on the service side rather than on the finan-
cial side that may be emphasized in the home.
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The fifth group should aid in developing conscious-'
ness of civic obligations. Here again debates, round table
discussions, open forums, and dramatization are useful.
Most important perhaps are the visits to factories to see
how another group of citizens spend their lives, to see
their needs, and to realize how different conditions ought
to be in the present age from what they are. Projects in
civic welfare work may be introduced, health and clean-up
campaigns.
Student participation in school government will
give training for the participation in the government of
other organizations, and develop initiative, responsibility,
and judgment. Committees or departments for over-sight of
school grounds, sanitation, and social welfare may train
for larger duties along these same lines and will certainly
increase interest and responsibility in present situations*
Miss Parmenter says of the project of student govern-
ment tried in Cleveland, "The following results have been
commented on by visitors: (1) unusual freedom without its
abuse; (2) atmosphere of cheerful work - mucn activity
without confusion; (3) unusual courtesy to strangers;
(4) spirit of good sportsmanship at games; 15) dependabil-
ity, resourcefulness, attitude of appreciation of faculty
and school; (6) spirit of good fellowship and comradeship
between faculty and pupils; (7) respect for the building,
cleanliness, order; (8) everyone 'busy and happy'.
1. Parmenter, Student G-overnment-A Project Method, in
The School Review,Vol.XXXI II, Feb. 1925, p. 123.
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In this school a series of projects for safety, a Lost-
and-found Bureau, locker inspection, a clean-up campaign,
an office-service committee, and a secretarial committee
grew out of a problem of losses which was presented by tne
principal to the Student Council. In such projects the
students form a habit of thorough study of the problem;
they work together for common social ends; and perform
real service to both school and community.
Students in China are seeking and taking responsi-
bility in school and in government. If the school could
introduce a form of organization such as the project tried
in Cleveland or a Girls' League, training under supervision
could be given that might avoid some of the unfortunate
results that we now see. The present tendency is to
reverse all the old attitudes of reverence for teachers
and to Insist that all authority is now vested in the
student body, with the frequent result of complete disor-
ganization of school.
Under the avocational one might list nearly all
the activities previously mentioned and no doubt others
might grow out of situations and needs. Anything that would
give training in the right use of leisure should be includdd.
Under the ethical there would be activities with the
purpose of giving service to others. The Mission Hospital
near by, the orphanages on the edge of the city, the suffer-
ers from the present war or a recent flood or drought offer
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motivation for such activities. The church school and
Christian Endeavor Societies give opportunities for
teaching and serving. The Primary children like stories.
After school classes for the poor children of the neigh-
borhood and for the servants on the place are often possible.
Projects in the line of meeting wrong conditions
in the school may be taken up and carried out by the students
themselves with guidance and assistance from the teacher.
Such adjustments will make it a matter of school pride to
keep conditions in the school up to the high standards set
by the students
•
Some of these activities would come as projects
growing out of curriculum work, some from situations arising
from school government, others from special local or nat-
ional situations while others such as clubs will come as
the natural result of instinctive tendencies. This Junior
High School age is an age for clubs and it is the opportunity
and business of the school to so guide these clubs that they
may contribute to the objectives of education. Worth while
activities must be substituted for worthless ones, purpose-
ful ones for those without purpose.
In all this there must be care that a few pupils
do not do too large a share of the work, that it may be
for the development of all rather than for opportunity to
show off the ability of a few talented pupils or pupils
already trained.
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A second caution must be concerning the amount of
responsibility put upon the pupils. We must not expect
too much of them, but on the other hand we must not expect
too little. There must be mutual co-operation between
teachers and pupils.
A third important point is that there must be
sympathetic co-operation of the large majority of the
teaching staff to make the activities successful. There
must not be too many activities and one pupil must not
be allowed to work along too many lines.
We must admit that more working with and less
completely planning for them will develop the initiative
and resourcefulness of our pupils and bring about a more
democratic conception of school with a more real prepara-
tion for life situations. This is what our Chinese stu-
dent needs.
In this chapter we have found that the curriculum
for a Junior High School may be divided into constants
and variables. Under constants will be included all the
courses that every one should take, which in the Chinese
schools for girls should include Chinese, social sciences,
health education, general science, music, art, and home
economics. As a variable must come moral and religious
teaching. The government curriculum agrees in the main
but omits general science and gives in its place nature
study, but they allow in addition to the one hundred
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sixty four required credits sixteen electives.
The complete development of our students requires
in addition to the curriculum studies a great variety of
extra-curricular activities which may be classified under
seven heads:- physical, curricular, social, vocational,
civic, avocational, and ethical. These should be made
to contribute to the educational objectives, to character
formation, and to real living.

CHAPTER IV.
MODERN EDUCATIONAL METHODS
•
A change in educational objectives brought a change
in the curriculum. The new subject matter is organized to
provide social effeclency and individual development. The
curriculum is planned to fit the Individual pupils to meet
the responsibilities of life in the modern complex world.
The emphasis has shifted from subject matter to child. As
a consequence and co-ordinate with this has come a third
change, that in the methods of instruction. A study of a
program for school would not be complete without a consider-
ation of the methods used to meet the objectives of modern
education.
In the past, organization of schools, courses of
study, and methods have largely followed the theory that all
children should be treated alike. Not only uniform treatment
but uniform results were the aim. Scientific methods of
attacking educational problems have brought about an apprecia-
tion of the great individual differences existing among child-
ren. The development of standard tests and scales for measur-
ing mental intelligence and school achievement and the re-
search in educational and psychological fields have contributed
much to an understanding of these differences.
The range of intelligence has been found to follow
the normal probability curve with only about forty percent of
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the pupils of average intelligence and about equal numbers
of very bright and very dull children. The distribution
of abilities and achievement has been shown to follow this
same general curve. Nor are these the only differences.
There are differences in home environment, social heredity,
previous training, attitudes, ideals, habits, standards,
physical conditions, and special disabilities. It is
evident that with such a range of Intelligence, ability,
and experience, children can not all be treated alike
educationally. Tests show that different pupils need
different amounts of time to master a given topic; differ-
ent methods are effective with different pupils; also one
pupil will progress at different rates at different times.
A uniform course of study, uniform textbooks, and teachers
who are not trained to understand these differences do not
meet these needs. As a result of the old system too many
pupils became discouraged and dropped out of school, or
else had the equally discouraging experience of repeating
their work. Differences are unavoidable, but since the
demands of society are for varied kinds of abilities the
schools should aim to develop rather than inhibit these
differing abilities.
The old method of group Instruction can not now be
considered satisfactory or scientific. The duty of the
teacher in the new school is not the imparting of know-
ledge to a group but rather the stimulation of the
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individual child to acquire education for himself.
Attempts to adjust schools to individuals have been
more numerous simce the spread of the movement for measure-
ments. These attempts can be classified under two main
heads: "(A) attempts to adjust the school to individual
differences while retaining much of the class system of
organization and method, and (B) attempts involving the
definite breaking up of the class organization for individ-
1.
ual work in the common essentials."
One of the first attempts to meet individual needs
was in the Batavia Plan. This is a plan to coach the dull
pupils. They provide an extra teacher or extra time for the
classroom teacher to give individual help to bring the slow
pupils up to the grade of the rest. It has been successful
in that it Increases understanding between pupils and teachers,
aids the foreign born and those beginning late to make up
work, and it enables many to complete their school course
who would otherwise fail and start into life discouraged.
It however meets the needs of only one group that needs
special attention.
The Gary Schools through their platoon organization,
have also made a distinct contribution to the methods of
assisting children who are slow in any one subject. All
the children are divided into groups according to their
rate of working:- rapid, average, or slow. When a child
is slow or behind in any particular subject he may give
l.The Twentyfourth Yearbook of the National Society for
the Study of Education, p. 31.
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less time to play, or shop, or assembly activities, and have
more to spend on that subject. Then the classes are usually
only ten weeks apart so there is opportunity, by doing extra
work, to advance to a higher group. This method gives some
opportunity to the children of special ability, but the
emphasis is on the slow group.
The University of Chicago Department of Education
has developed a method for providing for individual needs
by an Intensive study of the pupils who do not progress as
they should, and by supplementing the regular work with
remedial instruction. The individual needs of the superior
children are met somewhat by extra assignments and activities.
Ability grouping has been used successfully in several
schools. This is a system, as the name implies, of dividing
the children according to their ability. This has been found
not only to bring the slow children up to normal but also to
allow the brighter children to finish in a shorter time and
have the advantage of an enriched curriculum.
The Detroit Schools have followed this plan. By
means of intelligence and achievement tests the children
are divided into three groups:- X, Y, and Z. The sixty
percent of average children are in the Y group, and the
twenty precent each of superior and inferior children in
the X and Z groups respectively. The average group has the
regular course of study, the X group an enriched course,
and the Z group a simplified course of minimum essentials.
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This method of ability grouping has increased the
efficiency of teaching and made a closer adjustment of
group work to the needs of both brighter and slower children.
Individual attention can be given to small, slow groups.
Slow pupils separated from the brighter take more part in the
work, gain confidence, and more nearly master what they
attempt. The brighter pupils are spurred on by competition
with their own group and develop more initiative. All
accomplish more work and the percentage of failures is
materially reduced.
The conclusions reached by Ernest Horn of the State
University of Iowa, from a study of the pupils in several
schools using this method, are as follows:- "Children do not
fall into natural ability groups and cannot be classified
so as to yield homogeneous groupings; groups which appear
relatively homogeneous at the time of classification soon
vary more within themselves than they do from each other;
different types and amounts of instruction are required by
different children within each group; ability grouping does
not solve the problem of adjusting schools to individual
differences.
"
Other objections are that the slow students need
the stimulus given by the brighter ones; they are discour-
aged when put in the slow group and lose interest; the
bright pupils go through school too rapidly; and there is
not enough time for all three groups except in a school so
l.The Twentyfourth Yearbook of the National Society for
the Study of Education, p. 186.
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large that the classes would be subdivided anyway.
Even without ability groupings certain schools
have provided enriched curriculum for brighter students
by a plan of differentiated assignments. The University
of Wisconsin and the University of Chicago High Schools
have used this method very successfully. The work is
arranged in units called "challenges". A certain amount
of work is designated as the minimum goal for every pupil.
By a mastery of the assignment the pupil receives a mark of
fair . To receive a mark of &ood he must do a certain addit-
ional amount, supposedly more difficult; and to receive
excellent there is a still further assignment to be mastered
after the first two have been completed. This provides for
quality as well as quantity; the pupils feel a sense of
mastery which is stimulating; and individual differences
are recognized. It encourages application to work, and
"tends to develop in the individual a sense of responsibility
for carrying at full capacity whatever he undertakes."
1#
The other general method for meeting individual
differences dispenses with all class organization and uses
entirely individual instruction. The advantages claimed
for individual instruction are that the child can progress
at his own rate, without being held back by the slower child,
or pushed to keep up with the faster; It encourages individ-
ual initiative, and ability to direct one's own efforts;
it develops a sense of responsibility for progress; and it
l.The Twentyfourth Yearbook of the National Society for the
Study of Education, p. 52.
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reduces retardation and elimination of slow pupils.
The disadvantages are in the added tine Involved
for the teacher in planning work for the different Individ-'
uals, and in keeping track of their progress. It also
requires a more gifted teacher with a better understanding
of human nature than the average high school teacher usually
has
.
Two of the best-known schools using this individual
plan are the Dalton and the Winnetka Schools.
The three principles of the Dalton Plan as given
by Miss Parkhurst are (1) freedom, (2) Interaction of group
1.
life, and (3) budgeting time. Under this plan the work
of the year is divided into monthly units and at the begin-
ning of the year each child is given a set of monthly
assignments, or contracts, for each study that he is to
study. He may work on any subject he wishos at any time
but he can not receive the assignments for the second month
until he has completed all of those for the first month.
The contracts give detailed information as to topics, written
and memory work, standards, and the like.
There are no recitations as such. Tho class rooms
are laboratories to which he goes at will to work on con-
tracts. Each laboratory is supervised by an instructor who
also explains difficult points. At the end of the time
spent there the child checks off both on his own graph and
on that of the teacher the amount of work he has done. Group
t.The Tnentyfourth Year-book of the' Society^Tor the Study
'
of Education, p. 34.
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discussions and conferences are held regularly once or
twice a week. Then there are the assembly, athletics, dram-
atics, class meetings, and entertainments which give oppor-
tunity for social training. 3-roup projects are also under-
taken.
3y this plan each pupil is on his own responsibility.
His progress depends entirely on his own efforts. He learns
to organize his time. The task becomes his own and he is
enthusiastic over it. The work is stimulating and he becomes
so interested and industrious that the problem of discipline
is greatly simplified. It combines class work, spontaneous
group work, and individual work.
The disadvantages are the opportunity it gives the
lazy child to shirk and waste time. There is also opportunity
for mutual help among pupils which may not always be used
to advantage.
A number of schools are using this plan or some
modified form of it. Some schools add more group conferences
and a laboratory schedule for each pupil. In some other
schools they use a regular schedule of classes , but follow
the contract method and spend the time of the class period
largely in the laboratory.
The Winnetka Plan classifies the pupils into a
"supervised study" and a "self-reliant" group. The "self-
reliant" group arrange their own day much as those under
the Dalton Plan do. Any child who misuses his time may be
transferred to the "supervised study" group. If he is
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already in that group and thinks he can use his own time
rightly he may petition the teacher to go into the other
group
.
The curriculum is divided into two parts. The first
provides for the mastery of the knowledges and skills, and
the other for self- expression and group activities. As with
the plan for differentiated assignments mastery is one of the
points of emphasis. A child may take as much time as he
wishes to accomplish a unit of the common knowledges and
skills, but he must thoroughly master it. He must also do
all the work. He can skip nothing. As in the Dalton Plan
there are no recitations and the child checks his own results.
In the other part of the work, that of self-expression
and group activity, there may be great difference in what two
children do. Half of each session of the day is given to this
part of the curriculum. In this time they dramatize, take
field trips, entertain other rooms, do creative work in art
or in the shop, issue newspapers, and the like. During this
freer period the children learn how to fit their interests
to those of others, to co-operate in group activities, and
to contribute their special abilities to the welfare of the
group.
The Winnetka Plan is similar to the Dalton in that it
provides goals but it differs in that there are no time limits
on the goals. It adds the feature of the socialized class
work.
One criticism is that this system of goals is too
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little connected with life, and that there is danger that
1
.
the child will look on learning as apart from life.
The advantages of this plan are that no child ever
fails or skips a grade. In the group activities there is
no set goal and the assembly is a sort of open forum con-
ducted by the children. The children learn how to co-oper-
ate and assist others. Besides this
,
efficiency in tool
subjects is increased* Time is saved which in some cases
is used for special courses fitting the child's needs and
interests. Again he is hurried through the grades and in
Junior and Senior High School extra time is obtained for
enriching the curriculum. The latter seems more acceptable
as not until Junior High School age are the child's special
talents so developed that it is wise to emphasize them. The
time may also be used to broaden his interests.
William H.Kiipatrick especially commends the social-
ized feature of this plan. "Continuity with the rest of child
life is possible. Here can be got the learning 'through
experiences of normal living' presented by Professor Bobbittt,
with its emphasis upon 'spontaneous, voluntary, and self-
directed work."**'
The adapting of schools to individual differences is
then, in America, still in the experimental stage. Enough
however has been accomplished to show that this trend in
modern education is in the right direction, that schools
can adjust themselves to individuals and at the same time
l.The Twentyfourth Yearbook of the National Society for the
Study of Education, p. 284.
2. Ibid, p. 285.
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encourage socialized activity and co-operation.
Individual instruction is not new to China. It is
what has been used there from the beginning. The need is
now for socialization rather than individualization and
the system which will bring the best results in group work
is the one that China wants. It would be difficult to choose
any one of these plans and say that that alone could be suc-
cessful, for there as here many factors enter in.
In most of the girls' schools certain conditions
which differ from anything found in America must be kept in
mind. There is no compulsory school attendance. It is usually
only when parents are willing to pay the tuition and the child
has an especial desire to study that she has the opportunity.
Some girls are allowed to enter primary school at six
years of age, and some not until they are twelve or fourteen.
If the primary school is conducted under the old class system
it means that this older girl enters Junior High School at
the age of eighteen. It means a very varied chronological
age group in the class, and also a very varied physical and
mental age group. Discouragement at her slow rate of progress
and embarrassment at being classified with girls so much
younger will have caused some of the girls to have dropped
out before they reach the Junior High School, but for those
who are ambitious to remain effort should be made to relieve
the situation.
Another factor that should be considered is the length
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of time that the girls are permitted to remain in the school.
That depends on several things:- whether the parents have
modern views of the importance of education for girls, whether
they have the money to pay tuition for a long period of time,
and how eager the girls themselves are to continue their edu-
cation. The last is usually the deciding factor, as when she
is very eager to study she oftens persuades her parents to
allow her to remain. However at times a fourth factor puts
an end to her education. If she has been betrothed the family
of her fiance may decide it is time for the wedding. Occasion-
ally girls of sixteen and younger are taken out of school on
that account.
With all the girls there is, of course, some degree of
uncertainty as to the length of time available for study. There
should then be opportunity for as much extra enrichment as the
ability and strength of the girl allows. Then if her school
days are few they may be full of that which will be most help-
ful to her. The curriculum should also allow her to develop
along any line of special aptitude that she has.
Independence in work is another goal to be sought in
girls' schools. She must be prepared to use her increased
Independence wisely. Our Chinese woman has not long been free
to follow her own will and she has made some mistakes. She
has not understood that there were limitations to social free-
dom. Her school life should give her ability to form judgments,
and to estimate consequences. Group activities for which pupils
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are responsible and in which they take initiative should
help prepare her for this. Shanghai as a cosmopolitan city
is far more advanced than the rest of the country, so there
in particular girls need this preparation.
At the present time we find the average school girl
very ready to take responsibility for her work. As girls are
more generally allowed to study there will be a lowering of
age and then the school will have the problem of developing
that spirit among the girls.
The Chinese women have had little opportunity to
develop initiative. As they take their place in work for
their country they must be ready to go ahead, to give suggest-
ions, to try new methods, and to stand with the men in all the
industrial and social reforms they are undertaking.
One of the great emphases in American education is on
the social side. This is even more to be sought in China.
While the borrowed traditional class system of the United
States has been an improvement over the ancient Chinese system
of individual recitation as the only type of school exercise,
It has by no means met the situation. The w^men of present
day China need first of all to know how to co-operate on large
tasks. They need to be trained to fit their own Interests into
the interests of the whole group. They need to develop a
group consciousness and a loyalty that will hold them true to
their leaders. The new educational methods must help them
to gain this»
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Another element that must be taken into consideration
in the application of new methods of teaching is the fact that
so small a percentage of the teachers have had special pre-
paration for their teaching work. Many are the products of
Fission schools without normal training. Statistics^' corn-
year
piled last for G-irls Middle Schools in East China give two
percent of the Chinese teachers as having had post-graduate
work, forty-eight percent as having had full college work,
nineteen percent with only Middle School training, and twenty
percent who have had from one to three years in a Middle
School. As for professional training six percent of the
teachers in the schools reporting have had none at all, thirty-
eight percent have had under twenty-five semester hours, and only
seventeen percent have had over thirty- five semester hours.
As for teaching experience while only about six percent have
had no experience only twenty-six percent had been teaching six
years or more. That tv/enty-six percent is without question
largely made up of the men who teach the Chinese classics.
Teachers are not so plentiful that there is yet much oppor-
tunity for choice in selection. Chinese girls are not allowed
to remain long in any profession after they reach the marriage-
able age. Hence neither from professional training nor from
experience will they be prepared to carry out these methods
of individual instruction.
The new educational methods suitable for a girls' school
in Shanghai should then meet the particular needs of saving
1. Chlh and Cressy, Middle School Standards in East China, p. 43, 45.
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time, giving enriched curriculum, encouraging social and group
activities, developing initiative and independence in work,
and yet must be adapted to the use of teachers not especially
trained. Which of the educational methods will best do this?
One can not say for, as here in America, they must first be
tried out. Difference in teachers and difference in situa-
tions will be met by different methods. The systems such as
the Batavia Plan which only provide for bringing the slow
pupils up to normal would seem to be inadequate. However
adjustments with the use perhaps of the problem method might
meet the situation. Ability grouping will partially meet the
need as it offers gain in time, special attention to both the
slow and the bright, and develops initiative and self-confi-
dence. It does not seem suited to small schools and few Mis-
sion girls' schools are very large at the present time.
The plan for differentiate! assignments keeps a class
together but would allow the children of differing ability to
do differing amount of work. That gives the brighter and more
mature an opportunity to get an enriched curriculum, which,
while it would not save time in the end, would better fit her
for life. She could prepare for later specialization or follov/
particular interests. It would teach her to work at full capac-
ity and develop in her initiative and independence.
The Dalton rlan has already been tried in many schools
in China. It allows both for an enriched curriculum and for
the individual progress of each pupil. She may set her own
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pace for work. While she may choose the subject she wishes
to work on at any time she can not neglect the subjects she
does not like. In all subjects she is directly responsible
for her own progress. It gives her opportunity for initiative
in planning and Independence in carrying out the assignment.
One of the principal aims of the Dalton Plan is the
socialized environment or community living. The school
functions as a whole and as a community. It is in this, it
seems to me, that the Dalton Jflan has its greatest contribution
for the schools in China. It lays emphasis upon the importance
of the child's living while she does her work and upon the man-
ner in which she acts as a member of society rather than upon
the subjects of the curriculum. It gives her a sense of social
responsibility and trains her' to undertake tasks in social
welfare. It gives her also a right sense of freedom and
responsibility.
The Winnetka Plan also offers much in the way of time
saving to the brighter and moro mature student. Each child
may set her own pace. The quicker child may save time and the
slower master her work without being pushed ahead when only
half prepared. Both children will develop independence. The
dramatization and other co-operative activities will offer
opportunities for the social training and group work. When
the childhas the extra time she may do extra work in other
subjects adding enrichment and interests.
It is impossible to say that one method alone would
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produce the desired results. All of these aim to meet individ-
ual needs and as each has been tried out in America with some
success it is reasonable to expect some degree of success for
each in China where, even more than here, conditions call for
individual treatment. Yet as Kilpatrick says, "T7e must have
both Individualized and group work. But we must revise the
common notion of what constitutes the school's task. Education
is not acquiring specified subject matter fixed in advance* it
is the continuous remarking of life by acquired subject matter
as it is needed for present behavior. When we can see this
and can understand the necessity for the unity of self-hood,
then we shall see why drill, though necessary, must be sub-
ordinated to life - why the school, to be finally satisfactory,
1.
must be continuous with life."
To summarize:- The Batavia, Gary, University of Chicago,
ability grouping, and differentiated assignments plans all
follow the traditional class grouping with improvements to meet
individual conditions. The Dalton and Winnetka Plans are
examples of complete individualization methods.
Conditions in Chinese girls' schools call for methods
such as these whereby time may be saved, initiative and respons-
ibility developed, social responsibility assuned, and the girls
trained to take positions in a new society.
i.The Twentyfourth Yearbook of the National Society for the
Study of Education, p. 286.

COMPREHENSIVE SUMMARY.
Chinese education aimed to develop the individual
and prepare him by classical culture for official position.
Modern educational aims include individual development, but the
emphasis is put upon the social efficiency of the individual.
The specific aims of modern education are :-
(1) Social-civic,- to enable students to understandingly
participate in community life, and to develop in them a
social conscience. The people of China and especially
the women, are in need of such knowledge and ideals as
this seeks to supply.
(2) Economic- vocational,- to give knowledge and stand-
ards of economic and industrial relationships. China is
in an industrial era, and is being exploited by capital-
ists* The people as a whole are ignorant of economic
principles and lack social consciousness. The profession-
al woman, the business woman, and the homemaker need to
study the situation, and to prepare themselves for part
in it.
(3) Individualistic-avocational aim,- to prepare for a
wise use of leisure of which the average Chinese woman
has so much. We need to fill her mind with and help
her to be interested in worth while things.
(4) Religious-ethical aim,- to meet the general need of
mankind for dynamic for character which need is supplied
in Christianity. It aims also to free our Chinese woman
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from superstition and give her fulness of life.
The content of a modern curriculum must be chosen to
provide for individual differences and give a cultural back-
ground with some prevocational work. It is divided into
constants and variables. The constants are the tools of lan-
guage and mathematics, the social sciences, health education,
general science, the arts, and home economics.
The Chinese National Language is taking the place of
the classical. Even though simpler it still requires much time
to master it, and there must be emphasis on character writing,
composition, the reading of newspapers, and literature.
The social sciences include history, geography, civics,
and current events, all of which should be correlated. The
work in civics especially should be practical. All of them shoiild
unite to give background for understanding of community, national
and world relationships.
Health education should include personal and social
hygiene, and corrective physical training; it should develop
mental alertness, obedience, honesty, and team-work.
Composite mathematics takes the place of arithmetic,
algebra, and geometry. Impractical and little used material
should be omitted. It should give practical preparation for
the problems of daily life.
General science should also be very practically applied
to daily life and should give appreciation of nature, scientific
progress, and the products of science. It should help to free
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our women from superstition.
A study of art would include an appreciation course
in both Chinese and Western art, a study of embroidery, work
in drawing as a means of expression, design, and the develop-
ment of good taste in color and material.
Music should develop emotional tones and should include
appreciation work, a course in hymnody, chorus, and instrumental
work.
Home economics would include study of foods, clothing,
sanitation, care of children, and motherhood.
English is of cultural and commercial value, and is
necessary for students who are to take advanced courses.
The most important part of the curriculum is that
which gives religious and moral values. While all courses
contribute to this end, Bible study makes special contribution.
Although this has previously been a required suoject in Mission
schools the government now forbids it to be so required. The
Bible study includes courses in the life and teachings of Christ,
spread of Christianity, comparative religions, and Christian
evidences.
The government requirements for Junior Middle Schools
include all the above courses except Bible and general science;
they add nature study but allow sixteen credits for elective
studies.
In American high schoolsextra curncuiar activities
have an important place in contributing to the development
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of the pupils. Debates, forums, assemblies, student govern-
ment, clubs of all kinds, educational trips, and projects that
serve the objectives of education may all be useful. These
may be grouped under the following seven divisions:- physical,
curricular, social, vocational, civic, avocational, and ethical.
The greatest co-operation between pupils and teachers is necessary.
All students should participate but no one should be allowed to
have part in too many activities. These should develop initiative,
resourcefulness, and democratic relationships, and so complete
their education and prepare our Chinese girls for richer living.
Educational methods have changed and where the emphasis
used to be on uniform treatment it is now on individual differ-
ences. Some of the new methods retain the class system but they
attempt to bring the slow children up to normal, or group the
children so that assignments for study may be according to their
particular abilities.
Other schools such as those at Winnetka and Dalton have
entirely given up class system and follow individual instruction
only. They socialize the work by forming the school into a
community and by socialized and group activities.
While Individual methods are not new to China Chinese
education has lacked strong socializing influences. Certain
conditions such as no compulsory attendance requirements,
indefinite length of time given to school, uneven chronological
age groupings, and the teachers' lack of special training
increase the difficulty of the situation. No one plan
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of individual instruction is alone suited to the needs but
in the use of any there should be emphasis on the social side
and school should be made continuous with life.
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS:
!)• The Junior Middle School will meet the needs of
large numbers of girls who can not study longer than the
ninth grade.
2) . Junior Middle School will be as in the United States
a transition period for those continuing their study.
3) . The aim of this school should be for individual
develop meat.
4) . The program of studies should give practice in
real living, together with cultural and informational back-
ground as a preparation for any future occupation.
5) . All the work of the school should be suited to
the individual differences, needs, and abilities of the pupils.
6) . The general aim of a Mission school for girls is to
produce young women of character who can take their places as
Christian leaders in modern China.
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